REARRANGING FOURIER TRANSFORMS ON GROUPS CHUNG LIN
Let G denote an infinite locally compact abelian group and X its character group. Let Θ be a suitable Haar measure on X, and 1 < p < 2. For a ^-measurable function φ on X, we define θ φ (t) = ({χ e X: \ φ(χ)\ > t}) and φ*(x) = inf {t > 0: θ φ (t) x } for x > 0. φ* is called the nonincreasing rearrangement of φ. Note that even though φ is defined on X, the domain of φ* is ( -dimensional Euclidean space, the circle group, the integers, the radic integers, the countable product of the group of integers modula r and the subgroup of the circle whose elements have order a power of r are denoted by R, R n , T, Z, A r , ΠZ{r) and Z(r°°), respectively. Also p will denote any number such that 1< p < 2. Let m be l/τ/2τr7 Lebesque measure on R.
Hardy and Littlewood [1] , [2] characterized functions on Z such that every rearrangement is the Fourier transform of a function in L P (T), 2 < p < oo. They also characterized functions on Z such that some rearrangement is the Fourier transform of afunction in L P (T), 1< p < 2. Hewitt and Ross [4] generalized these results to arbitrary compact infinite abelian groups. We are interested in the case of LCA (locally compact abelian) groups. Here are our results. THEOREM for every such f.
Theorems 1 and 2 give us a complete solution for all nondiscrete LCA groups. Theorem 3 holds for "almost all" discrete abelian groups, but I am not able to settle the case where G contains Π*=i Z{r n ) as a subgroup, with r n -• oo.
The forward implications "=>" of all three theorems and the existence of the constants A p are due to Hunt [5] ; see Stein and Weiss [6] For the rest of this paper, we let g be a fixed admissible function
Jo we see that \ g{ct) p dm(t) is finite and hence 1 g(ct)dm(t) is finite,
Jo
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. g(ct)dm(t) for x 6 JB. This is well-defined because (
Proof. See [7] , Vol. I, Ch. I, §9.16.
LEMMA 4. There exists f e L P (E) such that /* = gm a.e.
Proof.
Define, for xeR
If follows then that φ e L P (R).
Define, for n e N,
Let a? > 0. For each n, choose meN such that \2mπ/x -n\ ^ TΓ/CC. Then
we must have \\φ n -φ\\ p -•O be the dominated convergence theorem. So we can obtain φ by approximating φ n . Let us compute φ n : 2iφ n (x) = 24*flr(2i)sina?irfm(i) = Γ#(2£) (<r ίxί -e ixt )dm{t)
Jo Jo
Recall that the Haar measure m on R is chosen so that the inversion theorem holds. We know that g(2t)I [0>n^( t) and g(-2ί)J[_ n>0 ](ί) €
L\R) and φ n eL*(R).
Hence, by [3; Vol. II, 31.44 (b) ], we have
[g (-2x) m a.e., which completes the proof of Lemma 5.
III Proof for the nondiscrete case* Let G be an infinite LCA group. To prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, Lemma 1 and the structure theorem [3, Vol. I, 24 .30] shows that we may assume G = K x R n , where K is a compact abelian group. Then # is measure preserving; in fact, the following is well known. LEMMA 
Proof of Theorem

E is measurable in X if and only if φ{E) is measurable in [0, 1], and Θ{E) = X{φ{E)). φ is an onto map and φ is one-to-one on X except for a countable set.
Moreover, 
Y ί n=£Q
The last integral is finite by (ii) of Lemma 3. Similarly, if we define
for neZ, then cel p (Z) and c(ί) = flr(ί) a.e. [3, 31.44, (b) ]. Since g is nonincreasing in [0, 2π], we then have c* = gθ a.e. Proof. We may assume that G = i7*ϋΓ(r), by Lemma 1.
Let X = Z(r)*°, the character group of G. Define φ(e) = Σ~= 1 εjr n for ε = (e n ) € X, and note that Lemma 6 applies to φ. For a real number t, denote [t] by the greatest integer which is not greater than t. Proof. We may assume that G = Z(r°°) by Lemma 1. Let Δ r be the group of r-adic integers; then Z(r°°) is a discrete group with Z(r"T = J r . Define As in Lemma 6, φ is a measure preserving map from J r onto [0, 1] , and The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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